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New Results on Multidimensional 
Chinese Remainder Theorem 
Yuan-Pei Lin, See-May Phoong, and P. P. Vaidyanathan 
Abstract- The Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) [ l ]  has 
been well known for applications in fast DFT computations 
and computer arithmetic. In [2], Guessoum and Mersereau first 
made headway in extending the CRT to multidimensional (MD) 
nonseparable systems and showing its usefulness. This letter will 
generalize the result and present a more general form. This more 
general MDCRT is an exact counterpart of 1DCRT. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
HE Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) has been well T known in the signal processing community in the context 
of fast D I T  computations. It also finds applications in com- 
puter arithmetic using modular techniques, e.g., multiplication 
of very large integers [3]. The problem of efficient computation 
for an M-point D I T  was studied extensively in the past. 
When hl  is a composite number, Cooley and Tukey suggested 
using index maps to achieve fast computation [4]. However, 
in their approach, there are some twiddle factors involved. To 
eliminate the twiddle factors, the CRT is used [5] .  
A natural question is how to extend the CRT to the MD case 
so that it can be used in the computation of multidimensional 
DFT’s (MDFT’s) or other applications in MU systems. The 
first extension of the CRT to the nonseparable MD case was 
advanced by Guessoum and Mersereau [2]. Even though this 
result applies only to a restricted class, the authors have already 
shown its usefulness in the computation of nonseparable 
DFT’s. In this letter, we will generalize this result to a 
broader class of MD nonseparable systems. This will allow 
computation of a broader class of MDFT. The aim of this letter 
is to state and prove the generalized form of the MDCRT.’ 
Applications will be discussed in future publications. 
A. Notutions 
1) Boldfaced lower-case letters are used to represent vectors, 
and boldfaced upper-case letters are reserved for matrices. 
The notation AT represents the transpose of A. 2) Matrix 
I denotes an identity matrix. 3) A D x D diagonal matrix 
A with diagonal entries AI, Az, . . . , A D  will be denoted by 
= difLg(X1. Az,.  . . , A D ) .  
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’ Subsequent to the submission of this letter, we came across [6 ]  and 171. 
which deal with a closely related topic. 
B .  Definitions and Fundamentals of Integer 
Matrices, 121 and 181: 
1) Unimodular matrix: An integer matrix U is unimodular 
if Idet(U)I = 1. 
2)  Lefi divisor, left common divisor: An integer matrix A 
is a left divisor of a integer matrix M if A-lM is an 
integer matrix. If M and L have the same left divisor 
A, A is a left common divisor of M and L . 
3) Coprimeness: Two matrices M and L are called left 
(right) coprime if every left (right) common divisor is 
unimodular. When M and L are left and right coprime, 
we will simply call them coprime. 
4) The N(M) notation: Let M be a D x D nonsingular in- 
teger matrix. The notation N(M) is defined as N(M) = 
{ n I n = Mx, x E [O. l )D,  n is an integer vector}. The 
number of elements in N(M) is equal to (det(M)I. In 
the I-D case, D = 1, and M(M) = { 0, L,2,.  . . ~ M - 
5 )  Smith form: A D x D integer matrix M can always 
be factorized into a so-called Smith form M = 
UAV. where U and V are unimodular, and A = 
diag(X1, Aa, . . . . A,) is unique with A, dividing X,+l. 
6) Division theorem for integer vectors: A D-dimensional 
integer vector n has a unique representation with respect 
to a D x D integer matrix M, n = no + Mk, no E 
N(M).  This relation is denoted by n = no mod M. 
1 >. 
11. PREVIOUS RESULTS 
A. Chinese Remainder Theorem ( I - D )  
Assume M is a positive composite integer, and M = n:=, M,, where M&’s are pairwise coprime. Let r = n mod 
M ,  and r,  = n mod M l ;  then 
(2.1) 
where d ( M )  (the Euler Totient function) is the number of 
positive integers less than A4 and coprime to M .  
Remarks: 
1 )  The Euler Totient function 4 ( M )  has the property that 
L @ ( h f )  = 1 mod M ,  for any positive integer L that is 
coprime to M .  
2) The quantities a, and Mj are related by a, = 
1 mod A l l .  and a, = 0 mod M,. I # J .  
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B .  The Multidimensional DFT and 2 - 0  CRT 
First, we need some reviews of MDFT of MD signals. 
1)  Multidimensional DFT: The MDFT [9] of an MD signal 
x(n) with respect to a D x D integer matrix M is given by 
X(k) = 
Express M in Smith form M = UAV, and A = 
dzag(A1 , A2,  . . . , AD).  The MDFT also assumes the form 
z(n)exp[-j27rkTM-'n], k E N(MT). 
X (k) = 5 (n)exp [ - j 2 ~  ( VPT k) * A- (U- ' n)] , 
n d ( M )  
k E N(MT). (2.2) 
The operations V-Tk and U-ln are mere rearrangements, 
and no multiplications are needed. Therefore, direct computa- 
tion of X(k) requires DFT calculations of lengths AI, A 2 , .  . . , 
and AD. To achieve fast computation, we would like to 
break each of these DIT'S into smaller ones. This can be 
accomplished by decomposing M in a manner similar to what 
we did in 1DCRT. 
2)  Previously Known 2-0 CKT: The problem of 2DCRT 
was first addressed in 121. The results hold for 2 x 2 nonsingular 
integer matrix M with Smitheform M = Udiag(l,pq)V, 
where p and q are prime numbers. Direct computation of 
MDFT with respect to M requires a DFT calculation of 
length pq. It is shown therein that this operation of the pq- 
point DIT can be divided into a p-point DFT and a q-point 
DFT. However, the result of [2] is only for a matrix M whose 
determinant is a product of two prime numbers, and we can 
only break a long DFT into two smaller DFT's. In the next 
section, we will present the more general MDCRT, which is 
an exact counterpart of 1DCRT. As a result, a long DFT can 
be divided into many smaller DFT's. 
111. NEW RESULTS ON MULTIDIMENSIONAL CRT 
To emulate the 1-D situation, the first step is to factorize 
a given D x D nonsingular integer matrix M into several 
factors that are pairwise coprime in the MD sense. To do this, 
we start from the Smith form M = UAV and factorize A into 
diagonal matrices that are pairwise coprime A = A1 A2 . . . A,, 
with A, = diag(Av), A:), . . . , A$'). Notice that A; and Aj 
are coprime if and only if gcd ( A t ) ,  At') = 1, for k = 
1 , 2 , .  . . , D. Therefore, the factorization can be done as in the 
scalar case. We can also write M as 
M = (UAlU-1)(UA2U-1). . (UA,U-l)UV (3.1) 
that is, M = M1M2.. . M,UV, with Mi = UAiU-'. Since 
the ordering of Mi does not affect the product, we will use nr=l M; to denote M1M2 . . . M,. Each Mi can be pulled 
to the left of the product; every M; is a left divisor of M. It 
can be verified that Mi = UA;U-l are pairwise coprime if 
and only if Ai are pairwise coprime. 
Theorem 3.1: Let M be a D x D nonsingular integer 
matrix with Smith form M = UAV. The matrix A = 
diag(A1, A 2 , .  . . AD). Factorize M as in (3.1), i.e., M = (nf=l Mi)UV, where the matrices Mi given by Mi = 
UAiU-' are pairwise coprime. Let r = n mod M and 
ri = n mod Mi, i = 1 , 2 , .  . . , p.Then 
*P*) 
modM, withAi ( j=l , j#i  fi Mj) , -  
' (3.2) 
The role of Ai corresponds to that of a; in 1DCRT. We will 
see that Ai and Mj are related in the same way as a, and Mj 
are related in the 1-D case. The proof of the theorem will be 
presented after Lemma 3.1. 
where @(Mi) = lcm(+(Af)), +(A:'), . . . , +(Ag))). 
Lemma3.1: The matrix Ai given by A; = 
can be written as 
WM*) (n;=l,jfi ~ j )  
A; = MiB;; + I ,  and A; = MjBj;, j # i (3.3) 
Proof of Lemma 3.1: Since the Mi's commute, the re- 
lation A; = MjBj; follows from the definition of Ai. We 
only need to show the first relation. Using M; = UhiU-', 
we get Ai = U n:=l,j#iAj) U-', but the fact that 
A:s are pairwise coprime means that the diagonal entries of 
ny=l , j#i  Aj and Ai are coprime. By the property of the Euler 
Totient function, we have 
for some integer matrices Bji, 1 I i, j ,  5 p. 
WMt) 
( 
( fi Aj)'(M') = AiD + I, i = 1 , 2 , .  . . , p (3.4) 
j = 1 ,j#i 
for some diagonal integer matrix D. Premultiplying (3.4) 
by U and postmulti lying (3.4) by U-' will give us 
Q(M,j: ~(n;=,,~,, A ~ )  
Letting Bi; = UDU-', we get the desired result. 
U-1 = (uA~u-~)  (uDu-~) + I. 
n 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let r' = (Erzl Air;) mod M. 
The proof will be done in two steps. First, we show that 
r' = ri mod Mi, i = 1 , 2 , .  . . , p. Based on this fact, it can 
be shown that r' = r. 
Step 1 :  Substituting (3.3) into the definition of r' and 
rearranging, we get r' = ri + Mk + M; E;=, Bijrj, for 
some integer vector k. From this expression, we can observe 
that r' = ri mod Mi. 
Step 2: Let r" = r' - r, and then, r" = Mx, x E (-1, l ) D .  
From Step 1, we know r" = 0 mod Mi; therefore, r" = 
Mid;, i = 1 , 2 , .  . . , p,  for some integer vectors di. Premul- 
tiplying both sides by U-' yields U-lr'' = A;(U-'d;). 
This implies that A t )  divides the kth entry of U-lr". Since 
U-lr" is a multiple of ~k = nr='=, A:). Therefore, we can 
write U-lr" = Ad, for some integer vector d, or r" = 
(UhV)(V-'d). Defining v = V-ld, we get 1'' = Mv, 
but r" = Mx, and x is an integer vector only when x = 0. 
n 
Remark: To achieve efficiency, we would like to break a 
MDFT into as many small DFT's as possibp. For this reason, 
we would like to factorize M into as many pairwise coprime 
factors as possible. This hinges on the diagonal matrix A. In 
our construction, the property of the Smith form is not used, 
and M need not be diagonalized in Smith form. For example, 
(1) , ~ k  (2) ,...,A?) are pairwise coprime, the kth entry of 
This implies r" = 0, and the proof is complete. 
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we could use M = UAV, where 6 and 9 are unimodular, 
and A is diagonal. In this situation, one wonders if we can 
get more pairwise coprim_e_f?ctors out of M if we start the 
factorization from M = UAV. However, we have found that 
doing this will give us just as many factors as the Smith form 
will. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
We have given a general form of the MDCRT, which is 
an exact counterpart of IDCRT. We expect that MDCRT 
can be used in MD systems for many applications similar to 
the I-D case. More on this subject will be studied in future 
publications. 
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